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between the two models, and also serves as a manager for coupled agent/landscape 
simulations. It explicitly models the interactions between AP-Sim and LandDyn (Mayer 
and Sarjoughian 2007). Using the IM to model interactions within a hybrid model also 
provides the modeler with the capability to manage a number of disparities inherent to 
this kind of hybrid model. The disparities between the agent and environment sub-
system models may include timing, structure, software implementation, scale, 
resolution, data visualization, and user base. !

!Our DEVS Java agent-based 
Agropastoral Simulation (AP-Sim) 
model, emulates non-irrigated 
subsistence cereal farming and non-
mobile foddered pastoralism. Our 
GRASS GIS Landscape Dynamics 
(LandDyn) model simulates surface 
process dynamics (e.g., erosion and 
deposition) at regional spatial scales 
and at decadal to centennial temporal 
scales using a modification of the 
USPED erosion-deposition equations 
(Warren, Mitasova et al. 2005; Barton, 
Ullah et al. n.d.), and simulates simple 
vegetation succession dynamics 
based on field data from Southern 
Spain (Bonet and Pausas 2004).  The 
bridging Interaction Model (IM), acts 
as both an interpreter and messenger!

ultimately sending the requested information back to 
each household. After agents have formalized their 
farming plans based on the calculation of farming 
returns, the IM then relays these decisions as impacts at 
specific locations, and executes LandDyn scripts that 
appropriately modify land cover and soil fertility values. 
Farming a plot changes the landcover value and the soil 
fertility of the plot, while also allowing natural regrowth 
and revitalization of unaffected plots. The IM then 
executes the core LandDyn script r.landscape.evol that 
calculates the amount of erosion and deposition and 
creates a new elevation map to be used as input into 
the next model cycle.!

AP-Sim 

impacts from the IM as a map of landcover reduction values, and will modify the 
landcover map by the amounts specified in this impacts map. Initially, farming reduces 
the landcover to a certain value with a large reduction value, and then will subsequently 
maintain that value with a reduction value of 0. Any cells that are unmodified by agents 
are regenerated as a function of soil-depth, soil-fertility, and time, and will proceed 
through a simplified Mediterranean succession sequence. The landcover values are 
then translated into C values based on linear regression of the known relationship 
between “classic” landcover types and C values in Mediterranean environments. In our 
case, these known points are for bare land (landcover value 0, C 0.8), climax grassland 
(landcover value 5, C 0.4), climax shrub/maquis (landcover value 19, C 0.08), and 
climax Mediterranean woodland (landcover value 50, C 0.005). The C value for the 
transitional vegetation communities between these points is interpolated. !

!Finally, a simple soil fertility routine r.soil.fertility is used to keep track of the fertility 
of farmed plots. This routine runs similarly to r.landcover.update in that it accepts a map 
of agent impacts to soil fertility. Fertility is tracked on a linear scale where 0  is 
completely infertile and 100 is full fertility. Farming a plot will reduce the fertility in that 
plot by a value of 2 per model year. If agents relinquish a plot, or let it lie fallow 
(unfarmed), then the soil fertility begins to regenerate by a value of 1 per model year. 
Currently, fallowing a plot is the only way that agents can increase soil fertility. Artificial 
increase of soil fertility through direct actions such as manuring, planting of leguminous 
cover crops, or deep plowing may be integrated in the future.!

!The rates of erosion 
and deposition are then 
translated into meters of 
vertical elevation change at 
each cell across the landscape. 
These values are used to 
create a new digital elevation 
model and the depth of soil is 
calculated by subtracting this 
new elevation data from a map 
of bedrock elevations. When a 
cell has been eroded to 
bedrock, no more erosion can 
take place, and no vegetation 
can grow.!

!LandDyn also includes 
a simple vegetation succession!

model, r.landcover.update. This script maintains a landcover map where vegetation types are coded as 
numerical values in a 50 year succession scheme. Our vegetation is coded on a 50 year time-scale 
such that bare ground will grow back through grass to scrub and eventually to fully matured forest  if no 
human impact has occurred in the meantime (Pardo and Gil 2005). r.landcover.update accepts agent!


